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Abstract: Film recommendation systems have gained widespread application in the information age, 
offering users a personalized viewing experience. This study, based on the Movielens dataset from the 
Kaggle website, employs the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) deep reinforcement learning 
algorithm to construct a more precise and personalized film recommendation system. The dataset 
encompasses multi-dimensional data, including user ratings for movies, movie attribute information, 
and tags, providing rich information for model training. The research findings indicate that the film 
recommendation model based on the DDPG algorithm achieves favorable predictive performance on 
the Movielens dataset. 
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1. Introduction 

With the widespread penetration of the internet and the advent of the information age, finding 
content that aligns with individual preferences amid a vast sea of information has become increasingly 
challenging for users. In this context, recommendation systems have emerged as crucial tools for 
enhancing user experiences and promoting information consumption[1,2,3]. These systems analyze users' 
historical behaviors, preferences, and interests, utilizing algorithmic models to predict items that users 
are likely to appreciate, thereby offering personalized recommendations. In sectors such as e-commerce, 
social media, and online video, recommendation systems have become a key competitive advantage for 
attracting and retaining users. 

Film recommendation systems represent a significant application area within the field of 
recommendation systems. Films exhibit diversity and subjectivity, with user preferences varying widely. 
Consequently, constructing a system capable of intelligently understanding user interests and 
recommending films poses a formidable challenge. The Movielens dataset, as a representative dataset 
for film recommendation systems, contains valuable experimental material, including user ratings, 
movie attribute information, and user tags. 

The study of recommendation systems originated in the late 20th century, initially dominated by 
rule-based and statistical methods. As the internet rapidly developed and data exploded, 
recommendation systems gradually shifted towards machine learning-based approaches. Collaborative 
filtering, content filtering, deep learning, and other technologies have found widespread application in 
recommendation systems[4,5]. 

Collaborative filtering, a classic approach in recommendation systems, encompasses user-based 
collaborative filtering and item-based collaborative filtering. User-based collaborative filtering 
recommends items to users based on the similarity between users, while item-based collaborative 
filtering recommends items similar to those a user has liked in the past. Although collaborative filtering 
has achieved some success, it has limitations related to data sparsity and cold start issues[6]. 

Content filtering is another common recommendation method that utilizes item content information 
to recommend items similar to those a user has previously liked. Content filtering effectively addresses 
data sparsity and cold start issues but requires comprehensive exploration of item content features. 

In recent years, the rise of deep learning technology has brought new development opportunities to 
recommendation systems. Deep learning models can learn more abstract and complex representations 
of user interests, thereby improving recommendation accuracy. In the context of film recommendation, 
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deep learning models can leverage both user historical behavior and film content features to achieve 
more accurate recommendations. 

Reinforcement learning, as a method that mimics human learning, has gained attention in the 
application to recommendation systems in recent years. Traditional recommendation systems often 
make recommendations by predicting user behavior, whereas reinforcement learning optimizes 
recommendation strategies through interaction with the environment and trial-and-error learning. This 
enables recommendation systems to better adapt to changes in user interests and the environment[7]. 

The Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm is a reinforcement learning algorithm 
particularly suited for continuous action spaces[8]. In recommendation systems, user interests constitute 
a continuous space, making DDPG well-suited for application. Through the DDPG algorithm, 
recommendation systems can continuously adjust recommendation strategies based on user feedback, 
progressively improving recommendation effectiveness. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning is a machine learning approach that involves the interaction of an agent 
with its environment to learn optimal behavioral strategies. In the context of the film recommendation 
system, we apply reinforcement learning to the user-movie interaction within a continuous action space 
to meet the demands of personalized recommendations. 

2.1.1. Definition of States, Actions, and Rewards 

In the recommendation system, user states can be defined by their historical viewing records and 
personal characteristics. Actions refer to the movie lists recommended by the system, while rewards 
reflect the user's actual satisfaction with the recommended movies. By appropriately defining states, 
actions, and rewards, we establish a reinforcement learning environment that interacts with users. 

2.1.2. Application of DDPG Algorithm 

The Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm is introduced as a powerful tool to 
address the challenges posed by continuous action spaces. DDPG employs an Actor-Critic structure, 
where the Actor is responsible for outputting recommended movies, and the Critic evaluates the quality 
of the recommendations, achieving more accurate and personalized recommendations. 

2.2. Integration of Recommendation System Theories 

2.2.1. User Personalization Recommendation Theory 

Recommendation system theories emphasize meeting the personalized needs of users, and the 
introduction of DDPG makes the recommendation strategy more flexible, better adapting to users' 
dynamic interests and feedback. 

2.2.2. Application of Deterministic Policy 

Traditional recommendation systems often use probability distributions to represent 
recommendation strategies. In contrast, the deterministic policy in DDPG more directly outputs movies 
that users may like, thereby enhancing the accuracy and interpretability of recommendations. 

2.2.3. Value-Based Recommendation Approach 

The incorporation of the Critic network enables the recommendation system to optimize based on 
the long-term cumulative rewards of movie recommendations, better considering users' long-term 
interests and expectations, thereby improving the effectiveness of the recommendation system[9]. 

2.2.4. Optimization of Target Networks 

To enhance training stability, the concept of target networks is introduced. Target networks undergo 
soft updates from the main network at a certain frequency, slowing down the changes in the value 
function. This contributes to improving the algorithm's robustness and performance. 
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3. Dataset Overview 

The Movielens dataset is a comprehensive collection of movie ratings and related information, 
comprising the following main files: 

Ratings.csv: Contains user ratings for movies, with fields including userId, movieId, rating, and 
timestamp. 

Movies.csv: Provides basic information about movies, including movieId, title, and genres. 

Genome-scores.csv and genome-tags.csv: Include information about the association between 
movies and tags, used for constructing movie features. 

Tags.csv: Contains user-generated tags for movies, with fields including userId, movieId, tag, and 
timestamp. 

Links.csv: Contains the association information between movie IDs and IMDb and TMDb 
identifiers, with fields including movieId, imdbId, and tmdbId. 

3.1. Data Composition Analysis 

Firstly, we conduct a basic analysis of the dataset. 

3.1.1. Number of Users 

By utilizing the userId field in ratings.csv, we can calculate the total count of unique users present 
in the dataset(Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1: Number of Unique Users 

3.1.2. Number of Movies 

By leveraging the movieId field in movies.csv, we can ascertain the total count of unique movies 
present in the dataset(Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Number of Unique Movies 

3.1.3. Rating Distribution 

We examine the distribution of the "rating" field in the ratings.csv file to gain insights into the users' 
assessment of movies. This analysis encompasses metrics such as the mean rating, standard deviation 
of ratings, and other relevant statistics(Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Average Rating & Standard Deviation of Ratings 
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3.2. Data Preprocessing Methods and Procedures 

Data preprocessing is a crucial step in building a recommendation system. To adapt to the input 
requirements of reinforcement learning models, the data needs to undergo various treatments, including 
data cleaning, feature engineering, and data transformation. The following outlines the preprocessing 
methods and procedures applied to the Movielens dataset[10]. 

3.2.1. Handling Missing Values 

Check for missing values in each data file, and consider options such as imputation or deletion if 
any are found. 

Address outliers, such as ratings outside a reasonable range. 

3.2.2. User and Movie Index Mapping 

Establish mappings from user and movie IDs to consecutive integer indices, transforming the 
original discrete IDs into continuous indices suitable for model processing. 

3.2.3. Data Merging 

Merge data from different files using movie IDs to construct the training and testing sets. This 
involves combining rating information, basic movie details, and label information. 

3.2.4. Train-Test Split 

Utilize the train_test_split function to partition the data into training and testing sets for evaluating 
model performance. The default ratio is 80:20 but can be adjusted as needed[13]. 

3.2.5. Movie Feature Construction 

Build movie features using genome-scores.csv and genome-tags.csv. This involves converting 
movie label information into vector representations to reflect content characteristics and provide more 
information to the model[11,12]. 

3.2.6. Timestamp Processing 

For data involving timestamps, consider time-related feature engineering, such as extracting day of 
the week, month, season, etc., to capture temporal aspects of rating behavior. 

3.2.7. Data Normalization 

Normalize input data, including rating information, to a suitable range to expedite the model 
training process. [14] 

By employing these preprocessing methods, the original Movielens dataset is transformed into a 
format suitable for reinforcement learning models. This format includes user and movie indices, ratings, 
movie features, and other relevant information, providing effective input for model training[15,16]. 

4. Modeling 

In constructing a movie recommendation system model based on DDPG (Deep Deterministic 
Policy Gradient), we adopted the fundamental framework of deep reinforcement learning, combining 
an Actor-Critic structure to address personalized recommendation problems in a continuous action 
space. 

4.1. Actor Network 

The Actor network is responsible for generating the movie recommendation list, comprising 
embedding layers and multiple fully connected layers. The input is the user's state, and the output is the 
recommended movie list. 

4.2. Critic Network 

The Critic network evaluates the quality of the recommendation list generated by the Actor. It 
includes embedding layers and multiple fully connected layers. The input consists of the user's state 
and the action produced by the Actor, with the output representing the value corresponding to that 
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action. 

4.3. DDPG Model 

The DDPG Model encompasses the Actor, Critic, target Actor, target Critic networks, and relevant 
optimizers. The select_action method is employed to choose actions, the update_parameters method 
updates network parameters, and the soft_update_target_networks method facilitates the soft updating 
of target networks. 

4.4. Evaluation 

During model evaluation, it is observed that Actual Ratings and Predicted Ratings align quite 
favorably, indicating a satisfactory performance(Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Actual Ratings & Predicted Ratings  

The model demonstrates a favorable level of accuracy across multiple user tests as well, further 
affirming its robust performance(Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Precision for Multiple Users 

5. Conclusion 

Reinforcement learning is an approach that involves the interactive learning of optimal behavior 
policies by an agent in its environment. In the context of a movie recommendation system, emphasis is 
placed on applying reinforcement learning to cater to the personalized needs of users. This paper has 
provided an overview of the Movielens dataset, including its main files and compositional analysis. 
The data preprocessing process was described, encompassing steps such as handling missing values, 
establishing user and movie index mappings, merging data, partitioning into training and testing sets, 
and constructing movie features. 

By integrating principles of recommendation systems, the paper highlights the flexibility of DDPG 
in adapting more effectively to user interests and long-term expectations. The application of 
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reinforcement learning to the field of personalized movie recommendations represents a promising 
avenue for enhancing the user experience and satisfaction. 
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